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The explicit form of the amplitude for all types of nonrelativistic square graphs with constant vertex 
functions is obtained. The analytic properties of the amplitudes are derived and the branches of real 
proper singularities on the physical sheet are singled out. 

1. In the graph theory of direct nuclear reactions at 
low and intermediate energies u-3 J the direct reaction 
amplitude is written in the form of a nonrelativistic 
Feynman graph (or a sum of several Feynman graphs) 
with the corresponding vertex functions. The criterion 
for the choice of this or that graph is (together with the 
magnitude of the vertex functions) the distance of the 
singularities of the amplitude for a given graph as a 
function of the external kinematic invariants, from the 
physical region of the reaction under consideration. The 
graphs whose singularities lie close to the physical reg
ion are rapidly varying functions and their contribution 
must be taken into account explicitly. The graphs with 
far singularities depend weakly on their variables. One 
may therefore hope to account for these graphs by re
placing their sum by a constant; in particular cases this 
constant can be small compared to the amplitudes of the 
graphs taken along explicitly. 

It follows from these considerations that it is neces
sary to investigate the singularities of the nonrelativis
tic graphs. The properties (among these, also the 
analytic properties) of the nonrelativistic graphs have 
been considered earlier.l4- 6 J Inl4 ' 6 J the explicit form of 
the amplitude for a nonrelativistic triangular graph with 
constant vertices was obtained, and the singularities of 
this amplitude on the physical sheet were determined. 
In the present paper we study the properties of the next, 
more complicated graph, viz., the nonrelativistic square 
graph with arbitrary masses of the virtual particles. In 
Sec. 2 we consider the general form of the amplitude of 
this graph. In Sees. 3 to 5 the explicit form is obtained, 
and the analytic properties of three different types of 
square graphs are investigated. 1 J 

2. The amplitude (matrix element) .ftnz for an arbi
trary nonrelativistic Feynman graph with n internal 
lines and l independent closed loops has the form 2 J 

~ II .;[th 

,J/J[nl=[ (;n)' J ~ ~ 1dq,dei---(~~J~•~~~1----, 6-++0. 

IJ (8i-k}/2mi+i.S) 
j=1 (1) 

Here kj, 0j, and mj are the momentum, the kinetic en
ergy, and the mass corresponding to the j-th internal 
line; qi and Ei are variables of integration, for which 

t) Some properties of the relativistic square graph have been con
sidered in [7 •8]; the explicit form of its amplitude cannot be obtained. 

2lEverywhere in the following h = c = I. 

we may choose the l independent four-vectors (kj, S'j); 
v = n- l + 1 is the number of vertices in the graph; 
.ttk is the vertex function at the k th vertex which is 
equal to the matrix element for the process described 
by this vertex; and :0 denotes the summation over the 

(Jl) 
projections of the spins of the virtual particles. The 
quantities .;ftnl (and .Jtk) are connected with the S matrix 
in the following way: 

where Pi and Pf are the four-momenta of the system 
before and after the interaction, respectively. 

(2) 

The vertex functions ,,;k depend on the four-momenta 
of the virtual and external particles of the graph. In the 
following we shall be interested in the analytic proper
ties of the amplitude .Jftnz connected with the structure 
of the graph itself and not with the vertex functions. We 
therefore regard the quantities ..,;t:k as constants. Using 
formula (19) ofl4 J, we obtain in this case for the ampli
tude of a square graph (n = 4, l = 1) 

1 4 4 t 4 4 

.Jf£41 =- -2.hn (II mi) L; (IT .te.) ~ (IT rlai) 6 ( ~ ak- 1) 
t=1 (M) k=l 0 i=1 k=1 

4 

X 0 ( _L; w;m;a;) ( L; UiUkWiWkmimk1]ik- i6 r'{,. (3) 
7=1 i~t<k~~ 

Here wi = + 1 (-1) if the i- th internal line is directed in 
(against) the clock sense. 3 J The Galilei-invariant quan
tities 17ik = 17ki were determined inl4 J for an arbitrary 
non-relativistic single-loop graph. In the most impor
tant case (for applications) of a square graph, where 
there is one external line at each vertex, corresponding 
to a particle on the mass shell, the quantities 11ik are 
expressed in the following form: 

(4) 

llii+2= i= 1,2. (5) 

Here Mii + 1, Pii + 1, and Eii + 1 are the mass, the momen
tum, and the kinetic energy of the external particle at 
the vertex (i, i + 1); Qu + 1 = rna + mb- me, where rna, 

3) As is known, the virtual lines in a nonrelativistic graph can be given 
a definite direction (cf., for example,[4 ]). 

4lThe quantity 1741 corresponding to the vertex (4.1) is obtained 
from this definition by setting i = 4 in ( 4) and replacing the index 5 by 
I. 

1229 
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mb, and me are the masses of the particles {internal 
and external) which enter in the vertex {i, i + 1) des
cribing the decay (or synthesis) c ~a + b; 

andaii+ 1 = +1 (-1) if the external particle enters {leaves) 
the vertex {i, i + 1). 

Making in {3) the transformation of variables 

( " xz )-' ak=x• mk ~- , k=1,2,3,4, 
l=i ml 

we obtain 

(6a) 

{6b) 
For fixed 11 ii + 1 the quantity F is a function of the two 
(complex) variables 1113 and 1724• In the following we shall 
investigate the behavior of F(TJ 13 , 11 24) for real values of 

11 13 and 11 24· We shall assume that all 11 ii + 1 < 0; this 
, condition means that in each vertex of the graph any of 
three particles represented by lines converging in this 
vertex is stable against decay into the two other parti
cles [cf. (4)]. The quantity F with '11ii+ 1 2: 0 can be ob
tained by analytic continuation of the expressions given 
below in the corresponding variable 11 ii + 1. 

There exist three topologically inequivalent types of 
nonrelativistic square graphs, which differ from one 
another by the relative directions of the internal lines 5> 

(Figs. 1 a, b, and c). The external lines in the vertices 
(3, 4) and {4, 1) in Fig. 1 a and in the vertices {2, 3) and 
(4, 1) in Fig. 1 b may correspond to ingoing as well as 
to outgoing particles. Let us consider all three types of 
square graphs one by one. 

3. For the graph of Fig. 1 a, formula (6b) has the 
form sJ 

., ' ' 
F ==F, = ~ (IT dx;)b( ~ x;-10 6(-x1 +x2 -x3 -x4 ) 

{I i=i i=i 

X ( -x,x,'l,, + x,x3'113 + X1X41']14- x,x3'l23- x2x41124 + x3x41134 - ib )-'/,, 

(7) 

Let us consider the region of values of 1J 13 and 11 24 for 
which the last factor in (7) is different from zero over 
the entire region of integration. In this region F 1 ( 11 13, 11 24) 

MMM 
a b c 

FIG. I. The different types of square graphs. 

s) A nonrelativistic square graph whose internal lines are all directed 
in (or a~ainst) the sense of the clock vanishes identically (cf., for ex
ample,[4]). 

. 6>The indices I, 2, 3 of the function F correspond to the graphs of 
F1gs. Ia, b, and c, respectively. 

is analytic and can be obtained from (7) in explicit form 
{cf., for example,l 9l): 7 > 

or 

_ t1+q1V11 In <pt(-qt)-2[Q1(qt)J'I'. 

[Q1(q1)]h ql!(-q1)+ 2[Q1(qt)]'h 
(9) 

In order to continue F1 from the region of analyticity 
we must know the singularities of F1 and the rules for 
by-passing them. According to the general theory of the 
singularities of Feynman amplitudes, lHH2'4J each graph 
has, besides its proper singularities, the singularities 
of all "reduced" graphs, obtained from the original 
graph by removing part of the internal lines and con
tracting the vertices joined by these lines. For the 
graph of Fig. 1 a, the reduced graphs having singulari
ties in 11 13 and 1124 are the three triangular graphs with 
the internal lines {1, 2, 3), (1, 2, 4) and (2, 3, 4) and the 
loop with the lines (2, 4) [the triangular graph (1, 2, 3) 
and the loop (1, 3) are identically zero (cf. for exam-

l4J ] ' ple, ) . The loop {2, 4) has a root-type singularity 
(normal threshold) for '1124 = 0, and the triangular graphs 
have the following anomalous logarithmic singulari
ties: l4J 

(10) 

'124 = -[ (-'112)'1.- (-'114)'!.] == L,- ('114 < '112), (11) 

'124 = -[(-'123)'!.- (-'13•)'!.] 2 == L1- ('13< < '123). (12) 

The inequalities 1114 < 1112 and 1134 < 17 23 are necessary 
(and sufficient) conditions for the existence of the singu
larities 1124 = L3 and 11 24 = L~, respectively. Thus F 1 has 
from one to three triangular singularities. In the neigh
borhood of the singularity 11 ij = Lk the quantity 

F 1 ~ ln( 11 ij - Lk). This also holds for the amplitudes 

F2 and F3 considered below.) 
Let us now consider the proper singularities of F1. 

For these singularities to occur, it is necessary {but in 
general not sufficient) that the poles p1 and q1 in (8) co
incide. The condition P1 = q1 leads to the equation 

D('l13, '124) == '1132'124 + '12<2'113- '113'124('112 + '123 + '134 + '114) 
+ '113('112- '114) ('123- '134) + '124('112- '123) ('114- 1']34) 

+ ('112 + '134- '114- '123) ('112'134- '114'123) = 0. (13) 

Equation {13) may also be obtained from the equation for 
the proper singularity of an arbitrary single-loop graph 
[formula (23) ofl4l] for n = 4. The curve D(TJ 13, '17 24) = 0, 
which consists in general of several branches, will be 
called the curve of the proper singularities and will be 

7>The notation used below is explained in the Appendix. 
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Table I 

L-<Li 
'1,1, < '112' '1,; < '123 

'12t [1'i- < '11.1,£;- < '124 < 0] 

'lz/; [L4 <'113<T,~,Tt <'124<L~] 

'124 [Tj < '113,Lj < '124 <OJ 

'124 [Tk" <'113<£t ,LI.<'lz4 <T4J 

Table II 

denoted by the symbol r. Solving (13), for example, 
for 1J z4, we obtain 

1 
T]24 = T]zo± == -2 - {- T]l32 + fl13(T]!z + TJ23 + 1],; + fli•) 

1]13 

-('112- 1]11) (1]20- Tje·)±[:'d123)1(134)]'i•}. (14) 

From this and from the analogous solution for 1J 13 it fol
lows that the only asymptotes of the curve r parallel to 
the 1J13 and 1J24 axes are these axes themselves (77 24 = 0, 
1J 13 = 0) and that the only tangents to the curve r parallel 
to the 1J 13 and 1J 24 axes are the straight lines 

these are, respectively, solutions to the equations 

~(234) = 0, ~(124) = 0, .11(134) = 0, ~(123) = 0. (16) 

The curve r is tangent to the straight lines ( 15) in 
the following points: s> 

TJ!3±(Li±) == T;± (i = 1, 3), TJz•±(Lk±) == Tk± (k = 2, 4). (17) 

The main problem is to single out the branches of the 
curve r which correspond to the singularities of the 
amplitude F1 on the physical sheet. Near these branches 
it is necessary that in each of the two integrations which 
must actually be carried out in (7), the two singularities 
of the integrand pinch the contour of integration as they 
approach each other. The curves of the real proper 

FIG. 2. Example for the location of the proper singularities of the 
graph of Fig. Ia. 

8>Formulas (13) to (17) (and the text referring to them) are com
mon to all types of square graphs. 

singularities of F1 on the physical sheet singled out by 
this criterium are given in Tables I and II. The region 
of variation of 1J 13 and 7] 24 for a given singular branch is 
indicated in square brackets. 

The location of the curves of the singularities depends 
on the relations between the quantities 1J ii + 1. As an ex
ample, we show in Fig. 2 the location of the branches of 
the curve of proper singularities r (and of the triangular 
singularities) for the case where L; < L; < L;, L;: < L;, 

1J 14 < 1J 12, 1J 34 < 1J 23· The heavy lines represent the parts 
which are singular on the physical sheet. 

Near the singular part 1J24 = 1]~4 (77 d the amplitude F1 
(as well as the amplitudes F2 and F3 considered below) 
behaves like F1 ~ [7724- 77~4]- 112 . In bypassing the singu
larities of F1 the physical rim is selected by adding 
small imaginary parts to 1J1 3 and 1J24 (cf., for exam-
ple, [SJ ): 

'113--+T]tJ- i6, T]24--+1]z•+ i6, 6--++ 0. (18) 

The simplest example for the graph of Fig. 1 a is the 
graph describing elastic Nd scattering (Fig. 1 a, where 
the lines 1, 2, and 3 correspond to nucleons, and line 4 
to the deuteron). 

4. For the graph of Fig. 1 b, formula (6b) takes the 
form 

I 4 4 

F == F 2 = S ( IT dx; ) b ( ~ x; - 1) b ( -x1 + x2 + x3 - x4) 

0 . i=i i=i 

X ( -XtXzT]12- XtX31]13 + x,x,T]14 + XzX3T)23- XzX•T]z4 - x3x,1] 34 - ib )-'1•. 

(19) 

The quantity F2 is given by formulas which are ob
tained from (8) and (9) by replacing the index 1 by 2. 
F 2 has the normal thresholds 1J 13 = 0, and 1J 24 = 0 and the 
following triangular singularities: 

T)13 = Lz
T}t3 = Lc 
TJz< = L,
TJz• =·L3-

(for TJ•• < TJs,), 
(for '123 < TJ•z), 
(for TJ23 < TJa<), 

(for TJ~< < TJ12l. (20) 

Depending on the relation between the quantities 7Jii + 1 , 

the function F2 therefore has from zero to four triangu
lar singularities. 

The physical branches of the curve of proper singu
larities for the amplitude F2 are singled out by the same 
method as in the case of the amplitude F1 • The results 
are given in Table-s III to V. Besides the cases given in 
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Table III 

'1, .. <'1,, 

1111> fJJ~ 

'124 [ L2 < '113 < T:J • L:J < '124 < T2 ] 

'l~dL2<'1ts• O<'l24<T2] 

'12.(0<'113 < T:J, L3 <'1,,,] 

'121 [0 < '113' 0 < '12d 

1]24 [ L2, < '113 < 1'1- • ,Lj < '124 < T2 J 

'124( L2 < 'l!J ' \l < ' ~4 < TiJ J 

'1~4 (0 < '113 < Tj • Lj < '12d 

'l;fd0<'113• O<'l,.] 

Table IV 

L~ < /.;, 
LJ.<Lt, 

'124 [£2 <'l13<T3, L3 <'l24<T2 J 

'124 [l]13 < T~, Lj < '11< < 0] 

'124 (Lf, < 1]13 < 0, '12•< T:\] 

'124 rc; < '113 < r;;. c;, < 'l" < r:;J 
'124 ['113 < T~. Lj < 1]24 <OJ 

fJu= (TJiit 1)min 
1]23 > 1]34 '12; [L:l < 1]13 < Ta, L3' < 1]21 < Tz] 

'12dL:<'11s<O, '124<1':) 

Table V 

Lj <L3 < L:J <Lj, 

L2<L:<Lt;<L2, 

'l24[Ts<'113 <L,, 1'4 <'l,,<L,] 

'12:dL2<'11s<O. 'lz;<T2] 

'12d'1Ls<1'a, L:J<'l24<0J 

'l;]q[T:J<'ll3<L4, Tt;<'l2•,< L3J 

'li~ol'l1s< 1':J, LiJ < '124 <OJ 

1'112 = (rJii + 1) max '123>'1 .. 1124 [T3 < '113 < Lf,, Tf. < 1]24 < L:J] 

'l2dL2 < 1]13 < 0, '124 < T:]] 

these tables, two more cases are possible, the tables 
for which are obtained from Tables III to V by making 
the following replacements: 
1) 1J1•(1112):;::: 11d7J 34), L!(L;) ~ L;(L~), T!(T;):;::: T3(T~) 

in Table III; (21) 
2) the same replacement (21) in Table IV; 
3) L1(T1):;::: L;(T;) and 1) 1• ~ 1) 12:;:: 1J23 S 113< in Table V; 
4) L2(T;):;::: L~(T~) and 1J23 § 1) 12:;::: 11 1• § 1)34 in Table V; 

5) the same replacement (21) in Table V. 
Tables III to V and the tables obtained from these 

with the help of the replacements 1) to 5) contain all 
real proper singularities of the graph of Fig. 1 b on the 
physical sheet. 

The rule for bypassing the singularities of F2 is 

'113-+ 1]13 + ib, '124-+ '124 +ill, ll-+ +O. (22) 

An important example for the graph of Fig. 1 b is the 
graph for the reactions (t, p) and (He\ n). Inl13 J the 
usual wave function formalism was used to calculate 
the differential cross section for the reaction B10(t, p)B12 , 

assuming a mechanism corresponding to the graph of 
Fig. 1b, where the internal lines 1 and 3 correspond to 
neutrons, the line 2 to a deuteron, and the line 4 to the 
nucleus B11 • The fair agreement with experiment ob
tained in this work can apparently be explained by the 
circumstance that in this graph the proper singularity 
in the variable 1) 13 (connected with the invariant momen
tum transfer) lies close to the physical region (prac
tically at the same distance as the less singular logar
ithmic singularity corresponding to the reduced triangu-

lar graph with the internal lines 1, 3, ana 4). It is inter
esting to investigate the "square" mechanism for the 
reactions C12(t, p)C 14 and 0 16(t, p)018. For these reac
tions the corresponding square graphs have no triangu
lar singularities at all and therefore the proper square 
singularities can play an essential role. 

5. For the graph of Fig. 1 c, we have 
I 4 4 

F == F, = } (II dx; )o( ~ x; -1 )o(-x1 + x,- x, + x4) · 
0 i=f i=1 

\ -x1x21] 12 + x1X31] 13 - x,x,'l!4- x,x,Tj23 + x2X41]24 - X3X41]34 - ib)-'"· (23) 

Formulas for F3 are obtained from (8) and (9) by re
placing the index 1 by 3. F3 has no normal thresholds in 
the variables 1) 13 and IJ 24; for arbitrary relations be
tween the 11 ii +, F 3 has four triangular singularities: 
1J13 = L;,4, 1J24 = L~,3· 

The amplitude F3 always has the following proper 
singularities on the physical sheet: 

'1,.-[T,+ < 'lt3, '124 < L;+], L,+ =min (L1+, Lg+) (24) 

and 

TJ2C['l13 < Lk+, Tk+ < 1]24], Lk+ =min (L,+,L,+). (25) 

Moreover, for Li < Lk < min(LJ:, Lk_) the branch 

11 ,.+[L.+ < TJts < T;+, L;+ < 1124 < T•+J. (26) 

is singular, and for Li < Li < Lk the branch 

'1,.-[T;+ < 'lts < L«+, T"+ < '124 < L;+]. (27) 

is singular. In (26) and (27), i, k = 2, 4 (i"' k), and 
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Lj = max(L;, L;). The singularities of F3 are bypassed 
in the following way: 

1]!3-+ 'l'jt3- ib, '1']24-+ '1']24- i6, 6-+ + 0. (28) 

The simplest example for the graph of Fig. 1 c is the 
graph for elastic dd scattering, where all internal lines 
are nucleons and all external lines are deuterons. For 
this graph 1J 12 = 1J 23 = 1J 34 = 1J 14 = 1J and F 3 has the form 

{[ -1]!31']24 ]'"} F3 = 8[1]131']24 (1']13 + 1']24- 41'])]-'f, arctg 4 ( + 4 ) . (29) 
1] 1']!3 1']24- 'I'] 

The curve of proper singularities for this graph de
generates into the straight line 1J 13 + 1J24 = 41J. More
over, the straight lines 1J 13 = 41) and 1J 24 = 4 T) are also 
singular (logarithmic singularities). We note that the 
vertex functions of this graph describing the break-up 
(or synthesis) of the deuteron are constants if we use 
the zero range approximation for the wave function of 
the deuteron. Therefore the explicit form of the ampli
tude for this graph is given by (6a) in good approxima
tion, where F is determined by (29), and the vertex 
.,iid ~ n +p for the break-up or synthesis of the deuteron 
has the form [l4l 

(30) 

where m is the nucleon mass, K = (mE) 112 ( E is the bind
ing energy of the deuteron), Ci~bf3 is a Clebsch-Gordan 

coefficient, and J..i.d, J..l.n, J..l.p are the projections of the 
spins of the corresponding particles. 

The authors thank E. I. Dolinski! for discussions. 

APPENDIX 

The notation used in this work is the following: 

d;;h = l']ij + 1]ih - l'];h; 

11 (ijk) = 1'];;2 + 1]ih2 + l]jh2 - 2'l']iji'Jih- 21']!j'l'jjk- 21]ikl']jh· 

(A.1) 

(A.2) 

The condition D.(ijk) = 0 is the equation for the singulari
ties of the triangular graph obtained from the original 
square graph by omitting the internal lines l ( l "" i, j, k) 
and contracting the vertices joined by these lines. Fur
thermore, 

P. = - 1-[-B· + (B 2 - 4AC·)'f,] 
t 2Ci 1 1 1. , 

q . = - 1-[-B· -(B·2 - 4AC·)'I'] 
t 2Ci 1 t 1 

are the roots of the equation Cix2 + Bix + A = 0; 
A = - 1/411 (234), B, = dwd:.2s- 211,.d412, 

(A.3) 

C, = -tJ.(134), B2 = d324('lt2- 'l']t3 -1]24 + 1]34) - 21']23dm, (A.4) 

Cz = - ( -1]12 + 1]13 + '124- 1']34) 2 + 41']!41']23; 
s1 = -t2 = -d,24, r, = 2d3u, t, = d,23, v, = -2dm, (A. 5) 

-'2 = -dn,, "' = r2 = 2 ( --1112 + 1']1a + 1']24 -- 1']34); 
X 1']23 

R 1(x)=R 3(x)= -'l,x'+-zd312-4' 

Q1(.r) = R2(x) = -1'] 14X2 + -~dm- : 24 , (A.6) 

The quantities B3, C3, S3, r3, t3, V3, R3(x), Q3(x), f3(x), 
</'3(x) are obtained from the expressions for B2, C2, ... , 
q:> 2(x) by making the replacements 1J 24 ~ 'T) 23, 1J 13 ~ 1J 14· 
Finally, 

L 1± = -[(-1123)'h± (-'134 )'1,]2, L 2±= -[(-1J14)'h± (-I'J34)'h)2, 

(A.8) 

T. a+ = ± ('1']121']14) '" +[ ( --l']t2) '1''134 ± ( --l']t<) 'h1']2sJ /[ ( -'l']t2) '1• ± (-1'] 14} 'I•J, 
T,± = ± (11121121) '1• + [ ( -1112) '!.11" ± ( -1'],) '1•11,,] /[ ( -l']t2) 'h ± ( -1']23) 'I• ]. 

J;,= = - [ ( -1']12) '" ± ( -l']t<) '/,)2, L,± = - [ ( -1112) 'f, ± ( --1']23) 'h]'; 
T,± = ± (1']231']34) '1• +l ( -1']23) '/''1']14 ±( -1']34) '"'lt2] I[.( -1']2.1) '/, ±(--'1']34) '1•], 
T,± =±(1l"·q,.)'1• +f(-1114)'!.1123 ±(-1131,)'h'112]/ [(-'114)'1• ± (-1J .. )'h], 

(A.9) 
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